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Abstract
Recently, Chacho´lski, Neeman, Pitsch, and Scherer studied, in a series of three papers, model ap-
proximations for the unbounded category of cochain complexes over a commutative ring. These approx-
imations allow to construct relative injective resolutions with respect to particular choices of injectives.
In this paper we define similar model approximations for cochain complexes on general Grothendieck
categories generalizing the previous constructions and reaching a better understanding of the whole
picture.
——————————–
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1 Introduction
Model categories were introduced in the late sixties by Quillen [24]. A model category pM,W,B, Cq
is a bicomplete category M with three distinguished classes of morphisms, called respectively weak
equivalences, fibrations and cofibrations, satisfying some axioms (see Definition 4.2). An important
property of model categories is that one can invert weak equivalences, obtaining a new category, called
the homotopy category.
Given a Grothendieck category C and denoting by ChpCq the category of unbounded cochain com-
plexes on C, there always exists a model structure on ChpCq, called injective model structure, whose
class of weak equivalences is given by the quasi-isomorphisms (see Example 4.3). The homotopy cat-
egory arising this way is the unbounded derived category DpCq (see [19] for more details). Having a
model structure on ChpCq allows for concrete constructions of derived functors.
The concept of model approximation was introduced by Chacho´lski and Scherer [8] with the aim
of constructing homotopy limits and colimits in arbitrary model categories. The advantage of model
approximations is that it is easier in general to prove that a given category has a model approximation
than defining a model structure on it. On the other hand, model approximations allow to construct
derived functors and to define the homotopy category. More precisely, consider a category C with a
distinguished class of morphisms WC and a model category pM,W,B, Cq. A model approximation of
pC,WCq by pM,W,B, Cq is a pair of adjoint functors
l : C //oo M : r
such that l sends the elements of WC to elements of W and some other technical conditions (for more
details see Definition 4.4).
Chacho´lski, Pitsch, and Scherer [6] introduced a useful model approximation for the category of
unbounded complexes ChpRq over a ring R, whose homotopy category is the usual derived category
DpRq. This construction encodes in a pair of adjoint functors the classical ideas to construct injective
resolutions of unbounded complexes. The aim of the successive paper [5] of the same three authors
together with Neeman, is to modify the construction of [6] in order to obtain a “model approximation
for relative homological algebra”.
Let us be more specific about the meaning of relative homological algebra in this context. Consider
a Grothendieck category C, roughly speaking, an injective class is a suitable class I of objects of C that
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is meant to represent a “different choice” for the injective objects in the category (see Definition 3.1).
Given a class I one says that a morphism φ in C is an I-monomorphism provided HomCpφ, Iq is an
injective map for all I P I. In particular, I-monomorphisms are the usual monomorphisms provided I
is the class of all injective objects. Chacho´lski, Pitsch, and Scherer [7] studied the injective classes of the
category of modules Mod-R over a commutative ring R, classifying all the injective classes of injective
objects in terms of suitable families of ideals, called saturated sets. In case R is also Noetherian, their
classification reduces to a bijection between the set of injective classes of injectives and the family of
generalization closed subsets of the spectrum of R.
Given a Grothendieck category C and an injective class of injective objects I, one says that a
morphism of unbounded complexes φ‚ : M‚ Ñ N‚ is an I-quasi-isomorphism provided HomCpφ
‚, Iq
is a quasi-isomorphism of complexes of Abelian groups for all I P I. The following questions naturally
arise:
Question 1.1. In the above notation, denote by WI the class of I-quasi-isomorphisms, then
(1) is it possible to find a model approximation for pChpCq,WIq? If so, what does the homotopy
category of such approximation look like?
(2) Is it possible to find, in analogy with [6], a model approximation via towers of model categories of
half bounded complexes (see Subsection 4.2) which allows to construct inductively relative injective
resolutions of unbounded complexes?
Chacho´lski, Neeman, Pitsch, and Scherer [5] partially answer the above questions in case the category
C is the category of modules over a commutative Noetherian ring R. In fact, they show that, if R has
finite Krull dimension, then it is possible to find an approximation via towers of models whose homotopy
category is obtained inverting I-quasi-isomorphisms, for any injective class of injectives I. On the other
hand, if the Krull dimension of R is not finite, there always exists an injective class of injectives I for
which this is not possible.
In this paper, we try to tackle the above questions in the general setting of Grothendieck categories.
Recall that, given a Grothendieck category C, a torsion theory τ “ pT ,Fq is a pair of subclasses of C,
maximal with respect to the condition that HomCpT, F q “ 0 for all T P T and F P F . Furthermore, τ
is hereditary provided F is closed under taking injective envelopes (or, equivalently, T is closed under
taking sub-objects). The key observation from which this paper starts is that there is a bijective
correspondece between injective classes of injectives and hereditary torsion theories induced by the
following correspondence:
τ “ pT ,Fq
✤ // Iτ “ tinjective objects in Fu .
Then one can see that a morphism is an Iτ -monomorphism if an only if its kernel is τ -torsion (i.e., it
belongs to T ). Recall that it is possible to associate to any hereditary torsion theory τ a localization of
the category C, which is encoded in the following pair of adjoint functors:
C
Qτ //
C{T ,
Sτ
oo
where C{T is a Grothendieck category, which is called the localization of C at τ . The τ -quotient functor
Qτ is exact, while the τ -section functor Sτ is just left exact in general (see Section 2 for details). With
this formalism one can see that a morphism φ in C is an Iτ -monomorphism if and only if Qτ pφq is a
monomorphism in C{T .
The bijection with hereditary torsion theories allows us to prove that, in a given Grothendieck
category C, there is just a set (as opposed to a proper class) of injective classes of injective objects.
Furthermore, if C has Gabriel dimension (see Subsection 2.3) and it is stable (which just means that
any hereditary torsion class in C is closed under taking injective envelopes), then the injective classes of
injective objects are in bijection with the family of generalization closed subsets of the Gabriel spectrum
of C (see Corollary 3.14). In particular, our classifications are natural generalizations of the classifications
described in [7], see Corollaries 3.17 and 3.20.
Finally, we can answer part (1) of Question 1.1 in full generality. First of all, one extends the
functors Qτ and Sτ to the categories ChpCq and ChpC{T q (just applying them degree-wise), this gives
rise to an adjunction. Abusing notation, we use the same symbols for these new functors. Then, one
proves that a morphism of complexes φ‚ in ChpCq is an Iτ -quasi-isomorphism if and only if Qτ pφ
‚q is a
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quasi-isomorphism in ChpC{T q. Furthermore, if we endow ChpC{T q with the canonical injective model
structure, there is a model approximation
Qτ : pChpCq,WIτ q
//oo ChpC{T q : Sτ .
The homotopy category associated with this model approximation has a very concrete form: it is precisely
the derived category DpC{T q, see Theorem 4.9.
The answer to part (2) of Question 1.1 is more delicate. First of all, one needs to understand
what fails in the construction of [5] and why. Indeed, Chacho´lski et al. try to directly approximate
the category pChpCq,WIτ q by a category of “towers of models”. We try a slightly different approach,
which looks for a model approximation in two successive steps. In this way we are able to identify
what goes wrong in the approximation process: the quotient category C{T may fail to be pAb.4˚q-k
for all k P N (see Definition 2.39), even if C is a very nice category (say a category of modules over a
commutative Noetherian ring). This, a fortiori trivial, observation is sufficient to explain why the towers
of models cannot approximate pChpCq,WIτ q in general. In fact, there is no reason for an object X
‚ in
the homotopy category DpC{T q of pChpCq,WIτ q for being isomorphic to the limit of its truncations if
C{T is not pAb.4˚q-k for any k P N. Now, going back to the original question, we can partially answer
as follows: one can always find a model approximation of pChpCq,WIτ q by towers of model categories
of half-bounded complexes over C{T provided C{T is pAb.4˚q-k for some k P N, see Theorem 4.15 and
Corollary 4.16.
Structure of the paper
In Section 2 we give some standard results about localization of Grothendieck categories also introducing
the notion of relative Gabriel dimension of a category. A large part of the section is devoted to the study
of the derived functors of the torsion functors, called local cohomologies. We give detailed proofs for all
the results about local cohomology, without claiming they are original, because we were not able to find
a unique reference where the results we need are proved in the required generality. As an application of
this generalized local cohomology theory, we give explicit conditions to ensure that a quotient category
C{T of a Grothendieck category C over a hereditary torsion theory is (Ab.4˚)-k for some k P N.
In Section 3, we describe the bijection between hereditary torsion theories and injective classes of injec-
tives, also presenting the announced classifications and giving some examples.
Finally, in Section 4 we give the answers to Question 1.1 that we briefly exposed above.
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Notations and terminology
Let C be a category. Given a subclass A of objects of C, we define the following two classes
A
K “ tX P C : HomCpA,Xq “ 0 , @A P Au and
K
A “ tX P C : HomCpX,Aq “ 0 , @A P Au ,
which are called respectively right and left orthogonal class to A.
Let pI,ďq be a directed set. Recall that a directed system in C is a family of objects and maps pXi, φj,i :
Xi Ñ XjqiďjPI . If no confusion is possible, we denote such system by pXi, φj,iqI . If the direct limit
of pXi, φj,iqI exists, the limit is denoted by limÝÑI
Xi. We follow analogous conventions for an inverse
systems and inverse limits. Furthermore, given a set J and a family of objects tXj : j P Ju we denote
by
ś
J
Xj and
À
J
Xj the product and the coproduct respectively. If α is a cardinal and X is an object,
we let Xα and Xpαq be the product and the coproduct respectively of α-many copies of X.
Let now C be a Grothendieck category. This means exactly that C is a cocomple abelian category
with enough injectives, a generator and exact coproducts.
Given an object X in C, we write Y ď X (resp., Y ă X) to mean that Y is a sub-object (resp., a
proper sub-object) of X. Recall that the family of all sub-objects of X has a lattice structure, we denote
this lattice by LpXq. Given Y1 and Y2 P LpXq, we let Y1 ` Y2 and Y1 X Y2 be respectively the least
upper bound and the greatest lower bound of Y1 and Y2 in LpXq. Given a directed system pXi, φj,iqI
of sub-objects of X, their direct limit lim
ÝÑI
Xi corresponds with the least upper bound of the family
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tXi : i P Iu in LpXq; we denote this particular direct limit also by
ř
iPI Xi.
We denote by EpXq the injective envelop of X. An object C P C is uniform if and only if EpCq is
indecomposable or, equivalently, if given two non-trivial sub-objects A, B ď C we have that AXB ‰ 0.
A cochain complex X‚ is a sequence of objects tXn : n P Zu and differentials dn : Xn Ñ Xn`1 for
all n P Z, such that dn`1dn “ 0 for all n P Z. A morphism of complexes φ‚ : X‚ Ñ Y ‚ is a family of
morphisms tφn : Xn Ñ Y n : n P Zu, such that dn`1φn “ φn`1dn for all n P Z.
We denote by ChpCq the category of cochain complexes and of morphisms of complexes. Furthermore,
for all n P Z, we let ChěnpCq be the full subcategory of ChpCq of all cochain complexes X‚ such that
Xk “ 0 for all k ă n.
Given a cochain complex X‚, we denote by Xěn P ChěnpCq the n-th truncation of X‚, that is
X
ěn : ¨ ¨ ¨ // 0 // 0 // CoKerpdn´1q // Xn`1 // Xn`2 // ¨ ¨ ¨ .
Given two complexes X‚ and Y ‚ P ChpCq, HompX‚, Y ‚q is a cochain complex of abelian groups whose
n-th component is
HompX‚, Y ‚qn “
ź
i`j“n
HomCpX
i
, Y
jq .
Furthermore, given a morphism φ‚ : X‚ Ñ Y ‚, the mapping cone conepφ‚q is a cochain complex whose
n-th component is Xn`1 ‘ Y n and whose differentials are represented in matrix form as follows:ˆ
d 0
φn d
˙
: Xn`1 ‘ Y n // Xn`1 ‘ Y n .
Finally, given a ring R, we denote by R-Mod the category of left R-modules over R.
2 Torsion theories and localization
2.1 Torsion theories
Let C be a Grothendieck category and let A Ď C be a subclass. Recall that A is a Serre class if, given a
short exact sequence
0Ñ AÑ B Ñ C Ñ 0 ,
B belongs to A if and only if both B and C belong to A. Furthermore, A is a hereditary torsion class
(or localizing class) if it is Serre and it is closed under taking arbitrary direct sums. On the other hand,
A is a hereditary torsion free class provided it is closed under taking sub-objects, extensions, products
and injective envelopes.
Definition 2.1. A hereditary torsion theory τ in C is a pair of classes pT ,Fq such that
– the class T of τ -torsion objects is a hereditary torsion class;
– the class F of τ -torsion free objects is a hereditary torsion free class;
– pT qK “ F and KpFq “ T .
In this paper the symbols τ , T and F are always used to denote a torsion theory, a torsion class and
a torsion free class respectively. Since all the torsion theories in the sequel are hereditary, we just
say “torsion theory”, “torsion class” and “torsion free class” to mean respectively “hereditary torsion
theory”, “hereditary torsion class” and “hereditary torsion free class”.
Of course, there is some redundant information in the above definition.
Example 2.2. (1) The pairs p0,Cq and pC, 0q are torsion theories. We call them respectively the
trivial and the improper torsion theory.
(2) Given an injective object E in C, one can define a torsion theory τ “ pT ,Fq, with T “ KtEu and
F “ T K; such τ is said to be the torsion theory cogenerated by E.
Lemma 2.3. Let C be a Grothendieck category and let τ “ pT ,Fq be a torsion theory in C. Then τ is
cogenerated by an injective object E.
Sketch of proof. Take a generator G of C and let E be the product of all the injective envelopes of the
τ -torsion free quotients of G. Then, T coincides with KtEu and F “ T K is the class of all the objects
that embed in some product of copies of E.
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The sketched proof of Lemma 2.3 also shows that the torsion theories in a Grothendieck category C
form a set, not a proper class (in fact, one can bound the cardinality of this set by the cardinality of the
power set of the family of quotients of a chosen generator G of C).
Definition 2.4. We denote by TorspCq the poset of all the torsion theories on C, ordered as follows:
given τ “ pT ,Fq and τ 1 “ pT 1,F 1q P TorspCq,
τ
1
ĺ τ if and only if T 1 Ď T if and only if F Ď F 1 .
When τ 1 ĺ τ , we say that τ is a generalization of τ 1, while τ 1 is a specialization of τ .
2.1.1 Stable torsion and locally Noetherian Grothendieck categories
The notion of stable torsion theory was introduced by Gabriel in [11], see also [23] and [3].
Definition 2.5. A torsion theory τ “ pT ,Fq P TorspCq is stable if T is closed under taking injective
envelopes. Furthermore, C is stable if any τ P TorspCq is stable.
Lemma 2.6. Let C be a Grothendieck category, let τ P TorspCq and let E be an injective object in C. If
τ is stable, then
E – Tτ pEq ‘ E{Tτ pEq .
Proof. Identify Tτ pEq and its injective envelope with sub-objects of E, so that Tτ pEq ď EpTτ pEqq ď E.
SinceEpTτ pEqq is τ -torsion by stability, EpTτ pEqq ď Tτ pEq. Thus, Tτ pEq “ EpTτ pEqq. Having proved
that Tτ pEq is injective, the direct sum decomposition claimed in (2.6) follows.
A Grothendieck category C is locally Noetherian if it has a set of Noetherian generators, equivalently,
any object in C is the direct union of the directed family of its Noetherian sub-objects. In the following
proposition and corollary we collect some results about locally Noetherian categories:
Proposition 2.7. [11,26] Let C be a locally Noetherian Grothendieck category. The following statements
hold true.
(1) Direct limits of injective objects are injective.
(2) Given an injective object E, there exist a set I, a family of pairwise non-isomorphic indecomposable
injective objects tEi : i P Iu and a family of non-trivial cardinals tαi : i P Iu such that
E –
à
iPI
E
pαiq
i .
Furthermore, given a set I 1, a family of pairwise non-isomorphic indecomposable injective objects
tE1i : i P I
1u and a family of non-trivial cardinals tα1i : i P I
1u such that E –
À
iPI1pE
1
iq
pα1iq, there is
a bijective map σ : I Ñ I 1 such that Ei – E
1
σpiq and αi “ α
1
σpiq.
Corollary 2.8. Let C be a locally Noetherian Grothendieck category and let E “
À
iPI E
pαiq
i be an
injective object written as a coproduct of indecomposable injectives (for all i P I, Ei is indecomposable
injective and αi is a non-trivial ordinal). Then,
T “
č
tTi : i P Iu ,
where T “ KtEu and Ti “
KtEiu for all i P I.
2.2 Localization
The concept of torsion theory is intimately related to that of localization.
Definition 2.9. A localization of C is a pair of adjoint functors Q : CÕ D : S, where S is fully faithful
and Q is exact. In this situation, D is called a quotient category, Q is a quotient functor and S is a
section functor. The composition L “ S ˝Q : CÑ C is called the localization functor.
Lemma 2.10. [20] Let C be a Grothendieck category, let pQ,Sq be a localization of C and denote by
L “ S ˝ Q : C Ñ C the localization functor. For all X P C there is a natural isomorphism LpXq –
LpLpXqq.
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One can encounter slightly different definitions of localization in other contexts, see for example [25].
We can now explain the connection between localizations and torsion theories. Indeed, starting with a
localization Q : CÕ D : S and letting L “ S ˝Q,
KerpLq “ tX P C : LpXq “ 0u “ tX P C : QpXq “ 0u “ KerpQq
is a torsion class (use the exactness of Q and the fact that it is a left adjoint). Hence, the localization
pQ,Sq induces a torsion theory pKerpQq,KerpQqKq.
On the other hand, one can construct a localization out of a torsion theory.
Definition 2.11. Let C be a Grotheindieck category and τ “ pT ,Fq P TorspCq. An object X P C is
τ -local if X P F and EpXq{X P F. The full subcategory of C of all the τ -local objects is denoted by C{T .
The definition of the localization induced by a torsion theory depends on the following lemma.
Lemma 2.12. [11] Let C be a Grotheindieck category and let τ “ pT ,Fq P TorspCq. Then, the canonical
inclusion C{T Ñ C has a left adjoint functor which is exact.
Definition 2.13. Let C be a Grotheindieck category and let τ “ pT ,Fq P TorspCq. The inclusion
Sτ : C{T Ñ C is called τ -section functor, while its left adjoint functor Qτ : CÑ C{T is called τ -quotient
functor. The composition Lτ “ SτQτ is called τ -localization functor.
We say that τ is exact if Lτ (or, equivalently, Sτ ) is an exact functor.
It is possible to give an explicit description of the action of Lτ on objects. For that, we need to
introduce another functor:
Definition 2.14. Let C be a Grotheindieck category and let τ “ pT ,Fq P TorspCq. The τ -torsion functor
Tτ : CÑ T is defined as follows:
– Tτ pXq “
ř
tT ď X : T P T u, for any object X P C;
– Tτ pφq : Tτ pXq Ñ Tτ pY q is the restriction restriction of φ : X Ñ Y , for any morphism φ in C.
It is an exercise to show that Tτ is a right adjoint to the inclusion T Ñ C.
Proposition 2.15. Let C be a Grothendieck category, let τ “ pT ,Fq P TorspCq and let X, Y P C. The
following statements hold true:
(1) Qτ pT q “ 0 and Lτ pT q “ 0 for all T P T ;
(2) Lτ pXq – Lτ pX{Tτ pXqq;
(3) if there is an exact sequence 0Ñ X Ñ LÑ T Ñ 0 with L τ -local and T P T , then Lτ pXq – L;
(4) letting X 1 “ X{Tτ pXq,
Lτ pXq – pi
´1pTτ pEpX
1q{X 1qq ,
where pi : EpX 1q Ñ EpX 1q{X 1 is the canonical projection.
(5) HomC{Cτ pQτ pXq,Qτ pY qq – HomCpX,Y q, provided both X and Y are τ -local.
Proof. (1) Suppose, looking for a contradiction, that Qτ pT q ‰ 0. We get HomC{T pQτ pT q,Qτ pT qq ‰ 0
but then, by the adjointeness of Qτ and Sτ , HomCpT,Lτ pT qq ‰ 0 and, by definition, Lτ pT q is τ -torsion
free and not trivial, which is a contradiction.
(2) By part (1) and the exactness of Qτ , if we apply Qτ to the exact sequence 0 Ñ Tτ pXq Ñ X Ñ
X{Tτ pXq Ñ 0, we get Qτ pXq – Qτ pX{Tτ pXqq. Now apply Sτ to this isomorphism.
(3) Apply Lτ to the exact sequence 0 Ñ X Ñ L Ñ T Ñ 0. By part (1) and left exactness, Lτ pLq –
Lτ pXq. Now apply Lemma 2.10.
(4) By part (2), Lτ pXq – Lτ pX
1q. Furthermore, it follows from the definition that pi´1pTτ pEpX
1q{X 1qq
is τ -local, so, by part (3), Lτ pXq – pi
´1pTτ pEpX
1q{X 1qq.
(5) By adjointness, HomC{Cτ pQτ pXq,Qτ pY qq – HomCpX,Lτ pY qq – HomCpX,Y q.
Corollary 2.16. Let C be a Grothendieck category and let τ “ pT ,Fq P TorspCq be a torsion theory.
Consider a family tXi : i P Iu Ď C{T , then
ź
iPI
Xi – Qτ
˜ź
iPI
Sτ pXiq
¸
.
Proof. Being right adjoint, Sτ commutes with limits, thus Sτ
`ś
iPI Xi
˘
–
ś
iPI Sτ pXiq. Apply Qτ to
conclude.
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2.3 Gabriel categories and Gabriel spectrum
Let C be a Grothendieck category. The Gabriel filtration of C is a transfinite chain
t0u “ C´1 Ď C0 Ď ¨ ¨ ¨ Ď Cα Ď . . .
of torsion classes defined as follows:
– C´1 “ t0u;
– suppose that α is an ordinal for which Cα has already been defined, an object C P C is said to be
α-cocritical if C 1 R Cα and C{C
1 P Cα, for any non-trivial sub-object C
1 ď C. We let Cα`1 be the
smallest torsion class containing Cα and all the α-cocritical objects;
– if λ is a limit ordinal, we let Cλ be the smallest hereditary torsion class containing
Ť
αăλ Cα.
Definition 2.17. A Grothendieck category C is said to be a Gabriel category if C “
Ť
α
Cα.
Let C be a Gabriel category and let τ “ pT ,Fq be a torsion theory. One can show that C{T is a Gabriel
category as well (showing by induction that Qτ pCαq Ď pC{T qα for all α).
For any ordinal α, we let τα “ pCα,C
K
αq; in what follows, we write α-torsion (resp., torsion free, local,
...) instead of τα-torsion (resp., torsion free, local, ...). Furthermore, we let Tα : CÑ Cα, Sα : C{Cα Ñ C
and Qα : C Ñ C{Cα be respectively the α-torsion, the α-section and the α-quotient functors. Abusing
notation, we use the same symbols for the functors Tα : Cα`1 Ñ Cα and Qα : Cα`1 Ñ Cα`1{Cα, induced
by restriction.
Definition 2.18. An object C in C is cocritical if it is α-cocritical for some α. The torsion theories
that can be cogenerated by the injective envelope of a cocritical object are said to be prime.
In this paper, the symbol pi is always used to denote a prime torsion theory.
The following lemma is folklore.
Lemma 2.19. Let C be a Gabriel category, let C P C be an object and let α be an ordinal. The following
are equivalent:
(1) C is α-cocritical;
(2) C is α-torsion free and QαpCq is simple;
(3) there exists a simple object S P C{Cα such that C embeds in SαpSq.
The next lemma is well-know but we were not able to find this exact statement in the literature.
Recall that a Grothendieck category D is said to be semi-Artinian if G.dimpDq “ 0, equivalently, every
object in D has a simple sub-object.
Lemma 2.20. Let C be a Gabriel category and let E and E1 P C be injective objects; the following
statements hold true:
(1) E is indecomposable if and only if there exists a cocritical object C such that E – EpCq;
(2) if E and E1 are indecomposables and cogenerate the same torsion theory, then E – E1.
Sketch of the proof. (1) Suppose E “ EpCq, where C is α-cocritical for some ordinal α. If α “ ´1 then
C is simple and so E “ EpCq is indecomposable. If α ą 0, proceed in the category C{Cα as in the case
when α “ ´1 to show that E is indecomposable.
On the other hand, suppose E is indecomposable and let α be the smallest ordinal such that
Tα`1pEq ‰ 0. If α “ ´1, then E has a simple socle S, so E – EpSq. If α ą ´1, then apply the
same argument to QαpEq and deduce that E “ EpSαpCqq for some simple object C in C{Cα.
(2) Let τ “ pT ,Fq and τ 1 “ pT 1,F 1q be the torsion theories cogenerated by E and E1 respectively and
suppose τ “ τ 1. By part (1), E “ EpCq for some cocritical object C, furthermore C ď E P F “ F 1,
thus HomCpC,E
1q ‰ 0. So, let φ : C Ñ E1 be a non-trivial map and notice that it is necessarily a
monomorphism. Thus, E1 – EpφpCqq – EpCq “ E.
Definition 2.21. Given a Gabriel category C, the α-Gabriel spectrum SpαpCq is the family of isomor-
phism classes of injective envelopes of α-cocritical objects. The Gabriel spectrum SppCq of C is the family
of isomorphism classes of indecomposable injective objects in C.
Given a subset S Ď SppCq, we say that S is generalization closed (resp., specialization closed) if it
contains all the prime torsion theories that are generalizations (specializations) of its members.
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By Lemma 2.20, in a Gabriel category C,
SppCq “
ď
α
SpαpCq .
Furthermore, SppCq corresponds bijectively to the family of prime torsion theories. We identify these
two sets and we write pi P SppCq (or pi P SpαpCq) to mean that pi is a prime torsion theory. Furthermore,
we let Eppiq be a representative of the isomorphism class of indecomposable injectives which cogenerate
pi.
Lemma 2.22. Let C be a Gabriel category, let pi, pi1 P SppCq and consider the following conditions:
(1) pi ĺ pi1;
(2) HomCpEppi
1q, Eppiqq ‰ 0.
Then, (1) implies (2). If pi is stable, also the converse holds.
Proof. By definition, pi ĺ pi1 if and only if any pi1-torsion free object is pi-torsion free. In this case, Eppi1q
is pi-torsion free, thus HomCpEppi
1q, Eppiqq ‰ 0. On the other hand, if HomCpEppi
1q, Eppiqq ‰ 0 and pi is
stable, then Eppi1q is not pi-torsion, thus it is τ -torsion free (see Lemma 2.6) and so pi ĺ pi1.
Theorem 2.23. Let C be a Grothendieck category and let τ “ pT ,Fq be a torsion theory. Define the
following subsets of SppCq:
– Spτ q “ tpi P SppCq : Tτ pEppiqq ‰ 0u;
– Gpτ q “ tpi P SppCq : Tτ pEppiqq “ 0u.
Then, Spτ q YGpτ q “ SppCq and this is a disjoint union. Furthermore, given τ 1 P TorspCq, τ “ τ 1 if and
only if Gpτ q “ Gpτ 1q if and only if Spτ q “ Spτ 1q.
If C is stable, then Spτ q and Gpτ q are respectively specialization and generalization closed. Furthermore,
any specialization (resp., generalization) closed subset of SppCq is of the form Spτ q (resp., Gpτ q) for some
τ P TorspCq and Sp´q (resp., Gp´q) induces a bijection between TorspCq and the set of specialization
(resp., generalization) closed subsets of SppCq.
Proof. The first part of the statement comes from [11, Corollaries 1 and 2 on page 384]. Assume that C
is stable and let pi ĺ pi1 P SppCq, that is, HomCpEppi
1q, Eppiqq ‰ 0 (see Lemma 2.22). If Tτ pEppi
1qq ‰ 0,
then Eppi1q P T (by stability), thus any proper quotient of Eppi1q is τ -torsion. Hence, Tτ pEppiqq ‰ 0.
We proved that Spτ q is specialization closed, the fact that Gpτ q is generalization closed follows from the
fact that it is the complement of Spτ q.
Finally, let G be a generalization closed subset of SppCq and let
T “ KtEppiq : pi P Gu , F “ T K and τ “ pT ,Fq .
Then pSppCqzGq YG “ SppCq “ Spτq YGpτq and it is easy to see that G Ď Gpτq. Let pi1 P SppCqzG. If,
looking for a contradiction, Eppi1q R T , then there exists pi P G such that HomCpEppi
1q, Eppiqq ‰ 0. By
Lemma 2.22 pi1 is a generalization of pi and so pi1 P G, which is a contradiction. Hence, SppCqzG Ď Spτq
and so Spτ q “ SppCqzG and Gpτq “ G.
2.4 (Relative) Gabriel dimension
The concept of Gabriel dimension was introduced in [11] (under the name of “Krull dimension”) and
systematically studied in [16] and in many other papers and books after that. We introduce here a
relative version of this invariant.
Definition 2.24. Let C be a Gabriel category, let τ “ pT ,Fq be a torsion theory and let X P C be an
object. We define respectively the τ -Gabriel dimension of C and the τ -Gabriel dimension of X as follows
G.dimτ pCq “ mintα : C{T “ pC{T qαu and G.dimτ pXq “ mintα : Qτ pXq P pC{T qαu .
When τ “ p0,Cq is the trivial torsion theory, the τ -Gabriel dimension is called Gabriel dimension and
we denote it respectively by G.dimpCq and G.dimpXq.
Remark 2.25. Let C be a stable Gabriel category and let E be an indecomposable injective object. By
Lemma 2.20, there is an ordinal α and an α-cocritical object C such that E – EpCq. By construction
G.dimpCq “ α` 1 and, by stability, G.dimpEpCqq “ G.dimpCq. This shows that the Gabriel dimension
of an indecomposable injective object is always a successor ordinal.
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In the following lemma we collect some useful properties of Gabriel dimension; their proof is given
in [27] for τ “ p0,Cq, the general case is completely analogous.
Lemma 2.26. [27, Lemma 2.13 and Corollaries 2.15-2.16] Let C be a Gabriel category and let τ “ pT ,Fq
be a torsion theory. Then:
(1) G.dimτ pCq “ suptG.dimτ pXq : X P Cu;
(2) if Y ď X P C, then G.dimτ pXq “ maxtG.dimτ pY q,G.dimτ pX{Y qu;
(3) if tXi : i P Iu is a family of objects in C, then G.dimτ p
À
I
Xiq “ supI G.dimτ pXiq;
(4) let α be an ordinal and X P C, then X P Cα`1 if and only if there exists an ordinal σ and a
continuous chain 0 “ Y0 ă Y1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă Yσ “ X, such that Yi`1{Yi is either α-cocritical or
α-torsion for every i ă σ;
(5) if N P C is a Noetherian object, then Qτ pNq is Noetherian and G.dimτ pNq is a successor ordinal.
Furthermore, there exists a finite series 0 “ Y0 ă Y1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă Yk “ N such that Yi{Yi´1 is cocritical
for all i “ 1, . . . , k;
(6) let λ be a limit ordinal and X P C, then X P Cλ if and only if X “
Ť
αăλTαpXq;
(7) Cα`1{Cα is semi-Artinian for all α ă G.dimpCq.
Given a torsion theory τ “ pT ,Fq P TorspCq, let C1 “ C{T and consider a torsion theory τ 1 “
pT 1,F 1q P TorspC1q. The following class of objects of C is a torsion class:
Tτ˝τ 1 “ tX P C : Qτ pXq P T
1u .
Definition 2.27. We denote by τ ˝ τ 1 the torsion theory whose torsion class is Tτ˝τ 1 .
Notice that, just by definition, the quotient functors relative to τ , τ 1 and τ ˝ τ 1 fit in the following
commutative diagram:
C
Qτ˝τ1
55
Qτ // C{T
Q
τ1 // C{Tτ˝τ 1 – C
1{T 1 .
Lemma 2.28. Let C be a Gabriel category, let τ “ pT ,Fq P TorspCq, let C1 “ C{T , denote by τα the
torsion theory in C1 whose torsion class is pC1qα (the α-th member of the Gabriel filtration of C
1), and
let X P C. Then:
(1) G.dimτ pXq “ α` 1 if and only if G.dimτ˝ταpXq “ 0;
(2) G.dimτ˝ταpXq “ ´1 implies that G.dimτ pXq ď α.
Proof. (1) G.dimτ pXq “ G.dimpQτ pXqq “ α ` 1 if and only if Qτ pXq P pC
1qα`1zpC
1qα, that is,
G.dimτ˝τα pXq “ G.dimpQταpQτ pXqqq “ 0.
(2) G.dimτ˝τα pXq “ ´1 if and only if Qτ˝τα pXq “ 0, that is, Qτ pXq P KerpQταq “ pC
1qα. Equivalently,
G.dimτ pXq “ G.dimpQτ pXqq ď α.
Lemma 2.29. Let C be a stable Gabriel category, let τ P TorspCq and let pi “ pT ,Fq and pi1 “ pT 1,F 1q
be two distinct prime torsion theories.
If G.dimτ pEppiqq “ G.dimτ pEppi
1qq ą ´1, then HomCpEppiq, Eppi
1qq “ 0.
Proof. By Remark 2.25, G.dimτ pEppiqq “ G.dimτ pEppi
1qq “ β ` 1 for some ordinal β ě ´1. De-
note by τβ P TorspC{T q the torsion theory whose torsion class is pC{T qβ. Then, G.dimτ˝τβ pEppiqq “
G.dimτ˝τβ pEppi
1qq “ 0 and, by stability, both Eppiq and Eppi1q are τ ˝ τβ-torsion free, so τ ˝ τβ-local. By
Proposition 2.15,
HomCpEppiq, Eppi
1qq – HomC{Tτ˝τβ pEppiq, Eppi
1qq ,
so there is no loss in generality if we assume that τ is the trivial torsion theory and β “ ´1. Suppose
now that HomCpEppiq, Eppi
1qq ‰ 0, that is, Eppiq is not pi1-torsion, thus, by stability, Eppiq is pi1-torsion
free. Now, since we are assuming G.dimpEppiqq “ 0, there exists a simple object S P C such that
Eppiq – EpSq and HomCpS,Eppi
1qq ‰ 0. By the simplicity of S and the uniformity of Eppi1q we obtain
that Eppi1q – EpSq – Eppiq, which is a contradiction.
Corollary 2.30. Let C be a stable Gabriel category, let τ “ pT ,Fq P TorspCq and let pi ‰ pi1 P SppCq.
If Eppiq, Eppi1q R T and HomCpEppiq, Eppi
1qq ‰ 0, then G.dimτ pEppiqq ą G.dimτ pEppi
1qq.
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Proof. Suppose, looking for a contradiction that G.dimτ pEppiqq ď G.dimτ pEppi
1qq, let G.dimτ pEppiqq “
α` 1 and let
– C1 “ C{T , τ¯1 “ pT1,F1q P TorspC1q, where T1 “ pC1qα, τ1 “ τ ˝ τ¯1 P TorspCq, E1 “ Qτ1pEppiqq and
E11 “ Qτ1pEppi
1qq;
– C2 “ C1{T1, τ¯2 “ pT2,F2q P TorspC2q, where T2 “
KtE11u and τ2 “ τ ˝ τ¯2 P TorspCq;
– C3 “ C2{T2.
Both Eppiq and Eppi1q are τ1-local and so, by Proposition 2.15,
HomC2pE1, E
1
1q – HomCpEppiq, Eppi
1qq ‰ 0 .
This means that E1 is not τ¯2-torsion, thus both G.dimτ2pEppiqq and G.dimτ2pEppi
1qq are strictly big-
ger than ´1. On the other hand, G.dimτ2pEppiqq ď G.dimτ1pEppiqq “ 0 (see Lemma 2.28), while
G.dimτ2pEppi
1qq “ 0 (since, given a cocritical sub-object C of Eppi1q, Lτ2pCq is simple). This is a
contradiction by Lemma 2.29.
2.5 Local cohomology
In this subsection we introduce a very general notion of local cohomology. The definitions and many
arguments in the proofs are adapted directly from existing papers like [2], [1], [13], [14], [15] and many
others. We give here complete proofs for making this paper as self-contained as possible and because, to
the best of the author’s knowledge, there is no book or paper with a comprehensive exposition of these
matters in a setting as general as we need in the sequel.
Definition 2.31. Let C be a Grothendieck category and let τ “ pT ,Fq P TorspCq. The n-th τ -local
cohomology Γnτ : CÑ T is the n-th right derived functor of Tτ .
It is difficult to study the properties of local cohomology in full generality, so we need to impose one
or more of the following hypotheses on the ambient category C in almost all of our results:
(Hyp.1) C is stable.
(Hyp.2) C is locally Noetherian.
(Hyp.3) all the prime torsion theories on C are exact.
Example 2.32. Let C “ R-Mod be the category of left R-modules over a ring R. When C is stable
R is said to be a stable ring, while C is locally Noetherian precisely when R is left Noetherian. When
C satisfies (Hyp.1), (Hyp.2) and (Hyp.3), R is said to be left effective. Examples of left effective rings
include:
(1) commutative Noetherian rings;
(2) left Noetherian Azumaya algebras, see [15, page 173];
(3) prime hereditary Noetherian quasi-local rings which are bounded orders in their classical rings of
fractions, see [15, Example 2.3].
Lemma 2.33. Let C be a Grothendieck category, let τ “ pT ,Fq P TorspCq be stable and let X P C.
Then,
(1) Γnτ pXq “ 0 for all n ą 0, provided X is τ -torsion;
(2) there is a natural isomorphism Γnτ pXq – Γ
n
τ pX{Tτ pXqq, for all n ą 0;
(3) there is a natural isomorphism Γn`1τ pXq – Γ
n
τ pEpXq{Xq, for all n ą 0;
(4) if X is τ -torsion free, then Γ1τ pXq – Tτ pEpXq{Xq.
(5) there is a natural isomorphism Γn`1τ pXq – RL
n
τ pXq, for all n ą 0;
(6) if M is τ -torsion free, then Γ1τ pXq – Lτ pXq{X.
Proof. (1) Let E‚pXq be a minimal injective resolution of M , so E0pXq “ EpXq and EnpXq “
EpdpEn´1pXqqq for all n ą 0. Using the fact that τ is stable, we obtain that EnpXq is τ -torsion
for all n P N and so E‚pXq “ Tτ pE
‚pXqq is an exact complex in all degrees but, eventually, in the 0-th
degree.
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(2) Consider the short exact sequence 0 Ñ Tτ pXq Ñ X Ñ X{Tτ pXq Ñ 0. This gives a long exact
sequence in cohomology
0Ñ Γ0τ pTτ pXqq Ñ Γ
0
τ pXq Ñ Γ
0
τ pX{Tτ pXqq Ñ
Ñ Γ1τ pTτ pXqq Ñ Γ
1
τ pXq Ñ Γ
1
τ pX{Tτ pXqq Ñ Γ
2
τ pTτ pXqq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
which implies the desired isomorphism as, by part (1), we have that Γnτ pTτ pXqq “ 0, for all n ą 0.
(3)–(4) Consider the short exact sequence 0 Ñ X Ñ EpXq Ñ EpXq{X Ñ 0. This gives a long exact
sequence in cohomology
0Ñ Tτ pXq Ñ Tτ pEpXqq Ñ Tτ pEpXq{Xq Ñ Γ
1
τ pXq Ñ Γ
1
τ pEpXqq Ñ
Γ1τ pEpXq{Xq Ñ Γ
2
τ pXq Ñ Γ
2
τ pEpXqq Ñ Γ
2
τ pEpXq{Xq Ñ Γ
3
τ pXq Ñ Γ
3
τ pEpXqq Ñ . . .
which implies the isomorphism in (3) as, Γnτ pEpXqq “ 0 for all n ą 0, being EpXq is injective. If X P F ,
then EpXq P F by stability and so Tτ pEpXqq “ 0, proving (4).
(5)–(6) Fix an injective resolution 0 Ñ X Ñ E‚. By Lemma 2.6, En – Tτ pE
nq ‘ En{Tτ pE
nq for all
n P N. Consider the complex Tτ pE
‚q and the quotient complex E‚{Tτ pE
‚q, which are both complexes
of injective objects. Notice that there is a short exact sequence in ChpCq
0Ñ Tτ pE
‚q Ñ E‚ Ñ E‚{Tτ pE
‚q Ñ 0 .
The cohomologies of the complex Tτ pE
‚q are exactly the τ -local cohomologies ofM , while the cohomolo-
gies of E‚ are all trivial but, eventually, the 0-th cohomology. Furthermore, En{Tτ pE
nq is τ -torsion
free and injective, so it is τ -local; in particular, Lτ pE
nq – En{Tτ pE
nq for all n P N. We obtain an
isomorphism of complexes E‚{Tτ pE
‚q – Lτ pE
‚q, which shows that the cohomologies of the complex
E‚{Tτ pE
‚q give exactly the right derived functors of the localization functor L. Thus, we have a long
exact sequence
0Ñ Tτ pXq Ñ X Ñ Lτ pXq Ñ Γ
1
τ pXq Ñ 0Ñ R
1
Lτ pXq Ñ
Ñ Γ2τ pXq Ñ 0Ñ R
2
Lτ pXq Ñ Γ
3
τ pXq Ñ 0Ñ R
3
Lτ pXq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
which gives the desired isomorphisms.
An immediate consequence of parts (5) and (6) of the above proposition is the following
Corollary 2.34. Let C be a Grothendieck category, let τ P TorspCq be stable and exact, and let X P C.
Then,
Γnτ pXq “ 0 @n ą 1 .
If X is τ -local, then also Γ0τ pXq “ Γ
1
τ pXq “ 0.
Corollary 2.35. Let C be a Grothendieck category and let τ2 ĺ τ1 P TorspCq be stable. Then,
pΓiτ1pXq “ 0 , @0 ď i ď nq ñ pΓ
i
τ2
pXq “ 0 , @0 ď i ď nq
for all X P C and n P N.
Proof. We prove our statement by induction on n P N.
If n “ 0, the result is clear as 0 “ Γ0τ1pXq – Tτ1pXq Ě Tτ2pXq – Γ
0
τ2
pXq.
If n ě 1 and suppose the result holds for any smaller integer. Consider the following isomorphisms:
(a) Γ0τ1pXq – Γ
0
τ2
pXq “ 0, as in the case n “ 0, in particular X is both τ1 and τ2-torsion free;
(b) Γ1τ pXq – Γ
0
τ pEpXq{Xq for τ P tτ1, τ2u, by (a) and Lemma 2.33(4).
(c) Γkτ pXq – Γ
k´1
τ pEpXq{Xq for all 1 ă k ď n and τ P tτ1, τ2u, by Lemma 2.33(3).
By (b) and (c), we have that Γiτ1pEpXq{Xq “ 0 for all 0 ď i ď n ´ 1 and so, by inductive hypothesis,
Γiτ2pEpXq{Xq “ 0 for all 0 ď i ď n ´ 1. Applying again (b) and (c), Γ
i
τ2
pXq “ 0 for all 1 ď i ď n.
Hence, adding (a), Γiτ2pXq “ 0 for all 0 ď i ď n which is what we wanted to prove.
Proposition 2.36. Let C be a Grothendieck category satisfying (Hyp.2) and let τ P TorspCq. Then,
(1) given two objects X and M P C, we have a natural isomorphism
HomCpX,TτMq – limÝÑ
Y
HomCpX{Y,Mq ,
with Y ranging in the family of sub-objects of X such that X{Y P T (ordered by reverse inclusion);
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(2) all the τ -local cohomology functors commute with direct limits.
Proof. (1) Let Y be a sub-object of X such that X{Y P T . For any morphism φ : X{Y Ñ M ,
φpX{Y q ď Tτ pMq ď M and so HomCpX{Y,Tτ pMqq – HomCpX{Y,Mq. Furthermore, there is an
injective map
´ ˝ pY : HomCpX{Y,Tτ pMqqp– HomCpX{Y,Mqq ÝÑ HomCpX,Tτ pMqq (2.1)
where pY : X Ñ X{Y is the canonical projection. By the universal property of the direct limit, there is
a unique map Φ, making the following diagrams commutative, whenever Y1 ď Y2 ď X and X{Y1 P T :
HomCpX{Y1,Mq
))
´˝pY1

HomCpX,Tτ pMqq limÝÑY
HomCpX{Y,Mq .D! Φoo
HomCpX{Y2,Mq
OO
´˝pY2
@@ 55
Now, Φ is injective by the injectivity of the maps described in (2.1) and the commutativity of the above
diagram; furthermore, one can show that Φ is surjective as follows: an element φ P HomCpX,Tτ pMqq
belongs to the image of Φ if and only if there exists Y ď X such that X{Y P T and there is a morphism
ψ : X{Y Ñ M such that φ “ ψpY . Given φ P HomCpX,Tτ pMqq, we easily get that φpXq P T and
so, letting Y “ Kerpφq, we have that X{Y P T . Furthermore, there is an induced (mono)morphism
ψ : X{Y Ñ Tτ pXq such that φ “ ψpY , as desired.
(2) According to [17, Proposition 3.6.2], it suffices to verify that
(a) R0Tτ – Tτ commutes with direct limits;
(b) lim
ÝÑΛ
Eα is Tτ -acyclic (i.e., Γ
n
τ plimÝÑΛ
Eαq “ 0 for all n ą 0) for any directed system pEα, φβ,αqΛ of
injective objects.
Let pMα, φβ,α : Mα Ñ MβqαďβPΛ be a directed system in C, over a directed set Λ, denote by M the
direct limit lim
ÝÑΛ
Mα and denote by φα : Mα Ñ M the canonical maps of the direct limit. We have to
verify that Tτ pMq “ limÝÑΛ
Tτ pMαq. It is not difficult to see that Tτ pMq ě limÝÑΛ
Tτ pMαq (since direct
limit of torsion objects is torsion). For the other inclusion we have to show that, for any Noetherian
suboject N ď Tτ pMq, there is β P Λ such that N ď φβpTτ pMβqq. Indeed, since M “
Ť
Λ
φαpMq, there
exists α such that N ď φαpMq, thus there exists N
1 ďMα such that φαpN
1q “ N . Furthermore, since N
is torsion, N 1{pN 1 XKerpφαqq is torsion as well and, since Kerpφαq “
Ť
βěαKerpφβ,αq and N
1 XKerpφα
is Noetherian, there exists β such that N 1 X Kerpφαq “ N
1 X Kerpφβ,αq. By these computation, N
2 “
φβ,αpN
1q ď Tτ pMβq such that N “ φβpN
2q ď φβpTτ pMβqq.
Part (b) follows by Proposition 2.7 (1), and the fact that injective objects are F -acyclic for any left exact
functor F .
Lemma 2.37. Let C be a Grothendieck category satisfying (Hyp.1) and (Hyp.2), let p¯i P SppCq, let
τ “ pT ,Fq P TorspCq and let C be a cocritical object such that EpCq – Epp¯iq.
If ´1 ă G.dimτ pCq ă 8, then G.dimτ pLp¯ipCq{Cq ă G.dimτ pCq.
Proof. By hypothesis G.dimτ pCq ą ´1. Furthermore, if G.dimτ pCq “ n ` 1 for some n P N, we can
denote by τn P TorspC{T q the torsion theory whose torsion class is pC{T qn. Then, G.dimτ˝τnpCq “ 0.
Thus, there is no loss of generality in assuming that G.dimτ pCq “ 0 (otherwise substitute τ by τ ˝ τn
and then use part (2) of Lemma 2.28). Now, if G.dimτ pCq “ 0, we have to show that Lp¯ipCq{C P T .
By Proposition 2.7, there exist a set I , a family of prime torsion theories tpii “ pTi,Fiq : i P Iu Ď SppCq
and a family of non-trivial cardinals tαi : i P Iu such that E –
À
iPI Eppiiq
pαiq. In view of Corollary 2.8,
T “
Ş
iPI Ti and so we reduced to prove that
HomCpLp¯ipCq{C,Eppiiqq “ 0 , (2.2)
for all i P I . Let i P I , if pii “ p¯i, then Lp¯ipCq{C – Tp¯ipEpp¯iq{Cq is pii-torsion by construction, so (2.2) fol-
lows. On the other hand, if pii ‰ p¯i, suppose looking for a contradiction, that HomCpLp¯ipCq{C,Eppiiqq ‰ 0
which implies HomCpLp¯ipCq, Eppiiqq ‰ 0 which, by the injectivity of Eppiiq, implies HomCpEpp¯iq, Eppiiqq ‰
0. By Corollary 2.30, 0 “ G.dimτ pEpp¯iqq ą G.dimτ pEppiiqq, equivalently, Eppiiq P T , that is
HomCpEppiiq, Eq “ 0, which is clearly a contradiction.
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The following theorem is an improved version of [15, Proposition 2.4].
Theorem 2.38. Let C be a Grothendieck category satisfying (Hyp.1), (Hyp.2) and (Hyp.3), let τ P
TorspCq and let X P C. Then, Γnτ pXq ‰ 0 implies G.dimτ pXq ` 2 ě n.
Proof. By (Hyp.3), X is the direct union of its Noetherian sub-objects. By Proposition 2.36, the
vanishing of τ -local cohomologies on Noetherian objects implies their vanishing on X. Thus we can
suppose X to be Noetherian. By Lemma 2.26(5), there exist sub-objects 0 “ Y0 ď Y1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď Yk “ X
such that Yi{Yi´1 is cocritical for all i “ 1, . . . , k. One can verify by induction on k that the vanishing
of the τ -local cohomology functors on all the factors of the form Yi{Yi´1 implies their vanishing on X.
Thus we may suppose X to be cocritical, in particular EpXq – Eppiq for some pi P SppCq.
If G.dimτ pXq is not finite, then there is nothing to prove, therefore we suppose G.dimτ pXq “ d ă 8
and we proceed by induction on d. If d “ ´1, then Γnτ pXq “ 0 for all n ą 0, by Lemma 2.33(1). Thus,
Γnτ pXq ‰ 0 implies n “ 0 ď G.dimτ pXq ` 2 “ ´1` 2 “ 1. If d ą ´1, consider the following long exact
sequence:
0Ñ Γ0τ pXq Ñ Γ
0
τ pLpipXqq Ñ Γ
0
τ pLpipXq{Xq Ñ Γ
1
τ pXq Ñ Γ
1
τ pLpipXqq Ñ
Ñ Γ1τ pLpipXq{Xq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Γ
n
τ pXq Ñ Γ
n
τ pLpipXqq Ñ Γ
n
τ pLpipXq{Xq Ñ Γ
n`1
τ pXq Ñ . . .
Notice that Γ0τ pXq “ Γ
0
τ pLpipXqq “ 0, since we supposed that d ą ´1 and so, by stability, X is τ -torsion
free. Furthermore, using (Hyp.3) and Corollary 2.34, one can show that ΓnpipLpipXqq “ 0 for all n P N.
Using again that X (and so Eppiq) is τ -torsion free, we get τ ĺ pi and so we can apply Corollary 2.35 to
show that Γnτ pLpipXqq “ 0 for all n ą 0. One obtains the following isomorphisms:
Γnτ pXq “ Γ
n´1
τ pLpipXq{Xq , @n ě 1 .
By Lemma 2.37, G.dimτ pLpipXq{Xq ă d and so we can apply our inductive hypothesis to show that
Γnτ pLpipXq{Xq “ 0 for all n ą G.dimτ pLpipXq{Xq ` 2. Thus, if Γ
n
τ pXq ‰ 0 for some n ą 0, then
Γn´1τ pLpipXq{Xq ‰ 0 and so n ´ 1 ď G.dimτ pLpipXq{Xq ` 2, that is, n ď G.dimτ pLpipXq{Xq ` 3 ď
G.dimτ pXq ` 2.
2.6 Application: exactness of products in the localization
In the definition of Grothendieck category one assumes direct limits to be exact but no assumption is
required on the exactness of products. We will see in the last part of this paper that knowing that a
Grothendieck category has “almost exact products” has very nice consequences on its derived category.
In the following definition we precise the meaning of “almost exact products”:
Definition 2.39. Let C be a Grothendieck category. For a non-negative integer n, C is said to satisfy
the axiom (Ab.4˚)-k if, for any set I and any collection of objects tXiuiPI ,ź
iPI
pnq
Xi “ 0 @n ą k ,
where
śpnq
iPIp´q is the n-th derived functor of the product
ś
: CI Ñ C. We say that C is (Ab.4˚) if it is
(Ab.4˚)-0.
In general, there is no reason for a Grothendieck category to be (Ab.4˚)-k for any k. Anyway,
categories of modules are (Ab.4˚) and it is a classical result of Gabriel and Popescu that any Grothendieck
category is a quotient category of a category of modules. Thus, it seems natural to ask for sufficient
conditions on a torsion theory τ “ pT ,Fq in an (Ab.4˚) Grothendieck category C that ensure that the
quotient category C{T is (Ab.4˚)-k for some k P N. We give two such conditions in the following lemma,
a deeper criterion is given in Theorem 2.41.
Lemma 2.40. Let C be an (Ab.4˚) Grothendieck category, let τ “ pT ,Fq P TorspCq and suppose one of
the following conditions holds:
(1) T is closed under taking products (in this case τ is said to be a TTF);
(2) τ is exact.
Then, the quotient category C{T is still (Ab.4˚).
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Proof. Let I be a set and for each i P I consider objects Ai, Bi and Ci P C{T such that
0Ñ Ai Ñ Bi Ñ Ci Ñ 0 is exact in C{T .
Hence, for all i P I , one obtains exact sequences 0Ñ Sτ pAiq Ñ Sτ pBiq Ñ Sτ pCiq Ñ Ti Ñ 0 in C, where
Ti P T . Using the (Ab.4
˚) property in C we get an exact sequence
0Ñ
ź
iPI
Sτ pAiq Ñ
ź
iPI
Sτ pBiq Ñ
ź
iPI
Sτ pCiq Ñ
ź
iPI
Ti Ñ 0 .
If τ is a TTF, then
ś
iPI Ti is τ -torsion and so we can apply Qτ to the above exact sequence obtaining
the following short exact sequence
0Ñ
ź
iPI
Ai Ñ
ź
iPI
Bi Ñ
ź
iPI
Ci Ñ Qτ p
ź
iPI
Tiq “ 0 ,
by Corollary 2.16 and the exactness of Qτ . On the other hand, if Sτ is exact, we get Ti “ 0 for all i P I
above and so again one can easily conclude.
Theorem 2.41. Let C be an (Ab.4˚) Grothendieck category which satisfies hypotheses (Hyp.1), (Hyp.2)
and (Hyp.3), and let τ P TorspCq. If G.dimpC{T q “ k ă 8, then C{T is (Ab.4˚)-k ` 1.
Proof. Let tXiuiPI be a family of objects in C{T . For all i P I , choose an injective resolution 0 Ñ
Sτ pXiq Ñ E
‚
i of Sτ pXiq in C. Since Qτ is exact and sends injective objects to injective objects, the
complex Qτ pE
‚
i q provides an injective resolution for Xi. Thus, for all n ą k ` 1,
ź
iPI
pnq
Xi “ H
n
˜ź
iPI
Qτ pE
‚
i q
¸
“ Hn
˜
Qτ
˜ź
iPI
Lτ pE
‚
i q
¸¸
by Corollary 2.16
“ Qτ
˜
H
n
˜ź
iPI
Lτ pE
‚
i q
¸¸
exact funct. commute with cohom.
“ Qτ
˜ź
iPI
H
n pLτ pE
‚
i qq
¸
“ Qτ
˜ź
iPI
RLnτ pE
‚
i q
¸
exact funct. commute with cohom.
“ Qτ
˜ź
iPI
Γn`1τ pE
‚
i q
¸
“ 0 Lemma 2.33 and Theorem 2.38.
Corollary 2.42. Let C be an (Ab.4˚) Grothendieck category which satisfies hypotheses (Hyp.1), (Hyp.2)
and (Hyp.3). If G.dimpCq “ k ă 8, then C{T is (Ab.4˚)-k ` 1 for all τ “ pT ,Fq P TorspCq.
3 Injective classes
Let C be a Grothendieck category and let I be a class of objects of C. Slightly generalizing the setting
of [7], we say that a morphism φ : X Ñ Y in C is an I-monomorphism if
HomCpφ,Kq : HomCpY,Kq Ñ HomCpX,Kq
is an epimorphism of Abelian groups for every K P I. We say that C has enough I-injectives if every
object X admits an I-monomorphism X Ñ K for some K P I.
Definition 3.1. [7] A subclass I of a Grothendieck category C is an injective class (of C) if it is closed
under products and direct summands, and C has enough I-injectives.
The following lemma shows that a choice of the class of I-monomorphisms is equivalent to the choice
of an injective class.
Lemma 3.2. Let I be an injective class of a Grothendieck category C. An object X P C belongs to I if
and only if HomCp´, Xq sends I-monomorphisms to epimorphisms of Abelian groups.
Proof. Suppose that HomCp´, Xq sends I-monomorphisms to surjective morphisms. By definition of
injective class, there is an I-monomorphism ϕ : X Ñ E for some E P I. Hence, HomCpϕ,Xq :
HomCpE,Xq Ñ HomCpX,Xq is surjective and so X is a direct summand of E. Thus, X belongs to I.
The converse is trivial.
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Definition 3.3. Let C be a Grothendieck category and let I be an injective class. I is an injective class
of injectives provided any object in I is an injective object. We denote by InjpCq the poset of all the
injective classes of injectives in C, where, given I and I1 P InjpCq
I ĺ I
1 if and only if I Ď I1 .
3.1 Examples
Before proceeding further we give some examples of injective classes (not necessarily of injectives).
Example 3.4. Let C be a Grothendieck category. Then
(1) I “ 0 is an injective class. In this case every morphism is an I-monomorphism;
(2) I “ C is an injective class. In this case, a morphism is an I-monomorphism if and only if it has a
left inverse (it is a splitting monomorphism);
(3) the class I of all injective objects is an injective class. With this choice, I-monomorphisms are
precisely the usual monomorphisms.
Part (3) of the above example can be generalized as follows:
Lemma 3.5. Let C be a Grothendieck category and let I be an injective class in C. Every I-monomorphism
is in particular a monomorphism if and only if I contains the class of injectives.
The proof of the above lemma is left to the reader.
Example 3.6. Let C be a Grothendieck category and let τ “ pT ,Fq P TorspCq, then F is an injective
class. In fact, F is closed under taking products and direct summands. Furthermore, given an object X
and F P F , apply the functor HomCp´, F q to the exact sequence 0 Ñ Tτ pXq Ñ X Ñ X{Tτ pXq Ñ 0,
to obtain the following exact sequence of Abelian groups:
HomCpX{Tτ pXq, F q Ñ HomCpX,F q Ñ HomCpTτ pXq, F q .
Clearly HomCpTτ pXq, F q “ 0 and so the canonical projection X Ñ X{Tτ pXq is an F-monomorphism
of X into an element of F .
Example 3.7. Let R be a ring and let I ď R be a two-sided ideal. We claim that the class
I “ tM P R-Mod : IM “ 0u
is an injective class in R-Mod. In fact, I is closed under products and direct summands. Furthermore,
given a left R-module M , we can always consider the canonical projection p : M Ñ M{IM , where
M{IM P I. We have to show that p is an I-monomorphism. Let N P I and let φ : M Ñ N be a
morphism. Given x P IM , there exists y PM and i P I such that iy “ x and so, φpxq “ φpiyq “ iφpyq “ 0
as IN “ 0. Thus, φ factors through p as desired.
We remark that an injective class does not need to satisfy any reasonable closure property but closure
under products and direct summands (that are assumed in the definition). In fact, an example of an
injective class that is closed nor under submodules or infinite direct sums is given by the class of all
injective modules (at least in the non-Noetherian case). An injective class that is not closed under
extensions is described in Example 3.7. For further examples we refer to [7].
3.2 Injective classes vs torsion theories
Definition 3.8. Let C be a Grothendieck category and let τ “ pT ,Fq P TorspCq. We define the following
subclass of C:
Iτ “ tinjective objects in Fu .
It is possible to give quite an explicit characterization of those morphisms that are Iτ -monomorphism:
Lemma 3.9. Let C be a Grothendieck category, let τ “ pT ,Fq P TorspCq and let φ : X Ñ Y be a
morphism in C. The following are equivalent:
(1) φ is an Iτ -monomorphism;
(2) HomCpφ,Eq is an epimorphism for any injective object E which cogenerates τ ;
(3) Kerpφq is τ -torsion;
(4) Qτ pφq is a monomorphism.
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Proof. The implication (1)ñ(2) is trivial since an injective object which cogenerates τ necessarily belongs
to Iτ . Let us prove the implication (2)ñ(3). Choose an injective cogenerator E for τ and apply the
functor HomCp´, Eq to the exact sequence 0Ñ Kerpφq Ñ X Ñ Y obtaining the following exact sequence
of Abelian groups
HomCpY,Eq Ñ HomCpX,Eq Ñ HomCpKerpφq, Eq Ñ 0 .
If HomCpφ,Eq is an epimorphism then HomCpKerpφq, Eq “ 0 that is, Kerpφq is τ -torsion. The equiv-
alence (3)ô(4) follows by the exactness of Qτ and the fact that KerpQτ q “ T . It remains only to
prove that (3)ñ(1). Indeed, given K P Iτ we can obtain as before an exact sequence HomCpY,Kq Ñ
HomCpX,Kq Ñ HomCpKerpφq,Kq. Since K is τ -torsion free and Kerpφq is τ -torsion, we have that
HomCpKerpφq,Kq “ 0, as desired.
Lemma 3.10. Let C be a Grothendieck category and let τ “ pT ,Fq P TorspCq. Then, Iτ P InjpCq.
Proof. Iτ is the intersection of F with the class EC of all the injective objects in C. The closure properties
of F and EC imply that Iτ is closed under products and direct summands. It remains to show that C has
enough Iτ -injectives. Indeed, let X be an object of C and let φ : X Ñ EpX{Tτ pXqq be the composition
of the canonical morphisms X Ñ X{Tτ pXq and X{Tτ pXq Ñ EpX{Tτ pXqq. Clearly EpX{Tτ pXqq P Iτ
and, furthermore, the kernel of φ is precisely Tτ pXq. By Lemma 3.9, φ is an Iτ -monomorphism.
Let C be a Grothendieck category. By the above lemma, we can associate an injective class of
injectives to any given torsion theory. Let now I P InjpCq and define
FI “ tsub-objects of the elements of Iu .
Lemma 3.11. Let C be a Grothendieck category and let I P InjpCq. Then, FI is a torsion free class.
Proof. Closure under taking sub-objects, products and injective envelopes easily follow by construction
and the closure hypotheses on I. It remains to prove that FI is closed under taking extensions. Let X
be an object in C and let Y ď X be a sub-object such that both Y and X{Y P FI . By construction,
there exist I1 and I2 P I such that Y ď I1 and X{Y ď I2. Let φ1 : X Ñ I1 be a morphism extending
the canonical inclusion Y Ñ I1 (whose existence is ensured by the injectivity of I1) and let φ2 : X Ñ I2
be the composition of the canonical projection X Ñ X{Y with the inclusion X{Y Ñ I2. Define
φ “ φ1 ‘ φ2 : X Ñ I1 ‘ I2. Then, Kerpφq “ Kerpφ1q X Kerpφ2q “ 0 and so X is a sub-object of
I1 ‘ I2 P I.
Definition 3.12. Let C be a Grothendieck category and let I P InjpCq. We define τI to be the unique
torsion theory on C whose torsion free class is FI.
We are now ready to prove the main result of this subsection:
Theorem 3.13. Let C be a Grothendieck category. Then the map τ ÞÑ Iτ is an order-reversing bijection
between TorspCq and InjpCq. The inverse bijection is given by the correspondence I ÞÑ τI.
Proof. Let τ “ pT ,Fq P TorspCq we want to prove that FIτ “ F . The inclusion FIτ Ď F is trivial,
while, given F P F and an injective cogenerator E for τ , there exists a set S such that F ď ES P Iτ
and so F P FIτ .
On the other hand, let I P InjpCq and τI “ pF , T q. We want to prove that IτI “ I. The inclusion
I Ď IτI is trivial, while, given I P IτI , by definition I P F “ FI and so I is an injective sub-object, and
so a summand, of an element of I, thus I P I.
The above theorem together with Theorem 2.23 gives the following
Corollary 3.14. Let C be a Grothendieck category satisfying (Hyp.1). There are bijections
tGen. closed subsets of SppCqu
//
InjpCqoo // tSpec. closed subsets of SppCquoo
GpτIq I
✤oo ✤ // SpτIq
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3.3 Module categories
In this subsection we specialize our results about injective classes to categories of modules, re-obtaining
as corollaries the main results of [7].
Definition 3.15. [7, 9] Let R be a ring. A non-empty set A of left ideal of R is said to be a torsion
free set (or, saturated set) if the following conditions hold:
(NS.1) A is closed under arbitrary intersections;
(NS.2) for all x P R and I P A, pI : xq “ tr P R : rx P Iu P A;
(NS.3) if a proper left ideal J ă R has the property that, for all x P RzJ, there is I P A, such that
pJ : xq Ď I, then J P A.
Let us recall the following fact from [9].
Lemma 3.16. [9, Corollary 2.3.14] Let R be a ring. There is a bijective correspondence between
TorspR-Modq and the family of torsion free sets of ideals of R.
The following corollary, which is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.16 and Theorem 3.13, is a
generalization of [7, Theorem 3.7].
Corollary 3.17. Let R be a ring. There is a bijective correspondence between InjpR-Modq and the
family of torsion free sets of ideals of R.
Using the classical theory of injective modules over commutative Noetherian rings we can also derive
from Corollary 3.14 the characterization of injective classes of injectives over such rings given in [7,
Corollary 3.9].
Definition 3.18. Let R be a commutative ring. The spectrum SpecpRq of R is the poset of all the
prime ideals in R (ordered by inclusion). Given p, q P SpecpRq, if p Ď q we say that p is a generalization
of q and that q is a specialization of p.
Lemma 3.19. Let R be a commutative Noetherian ring, then there is a bijection
SppR-Modq Ñ SpecpRq , p ÞÑ EpR{pq .
Furthermore, given p, q P SpecpRq and denoting by pippq and pipqq the prime torsion theories cogenerated
by EpR{pq and EpR{qq respectively,
pp Ď qq ðñ ppipqq ĺ pippqq .
Proof. The fact that this map is well-defined and bijective is Proposition 3.1 in [22]. Furthermore, if p Ď
q, then there is a non-trivial mapR{pÑ R{q and this can be used to show that HomRpEpR{pq, EpR{qqq ‰
0. By Lemma 2.22, this shows that pipqq ĺ pippq. On the other hand, if pipqq ĺ pippq, then EpR{pq is
not pipqq-torsion and so, by stability, it is pipqq-torsion free. In particular, HomRpR{p, EpR{qqq ‰ 0.
Consider a non-trivial morphism φ : R{p Ñ EpR{qq and let 0 ‰ x P Impφq. Then, p Ď AnnRpxq Ď q,
since AnnRpxq is a q-primary ideal by Lemma 3.2 in [22].
The following corollary is a consequence of the above lemma and Corollary 3.14.
Corollary 3.20. [7, Corollary 3.9] Let R be a commutative Noetherian ring. There is a bijective
correspondence between InjpR-Modq and the family generalization closed sets of prime ideals of R.
4 Model approximation
In the first part of this section we recall some definitions and terminology about model categories and
model approximations.
Definition 4.1. Let C be a category and let W be a collection of morphisms in C. The pair pC,Wq is a
category with weak equivalences if, given two composable morphisms φ and ψ, whenever two elements
of tφ, ψ,ψφu belong to W so does the third. The elements of W are called weak equivalences of pC,Wq.
We now recall the definition of a model category. We will give just one concrete example of model
category (see Example 4.3), we refer to [10] and [19] for further examples and properties of model
categories.
Definition 4.2. Let M be a bicomplete category and let W, B and C be three classes of morphisms;
pM,W,B, Cq is a model category provided the following conditions hold:
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(MC.1) pC,Wq is a category with weak equivalences;
(MC.2) W, B and C are closed under retracts (in the category of morphisms). That is, given a commutative
diagram as follows:
X
id ((//
φ

X 1 //
φ1

X
φ

Y //
id
66Y 1 // Y
if φ1 belongs to W (resp., B or C), so does φ;
(MC.3) consider the following diagram,
C //
c

B
b

C 1
ψ
>>
// B1
where b P B and c P C. If the external square commutes and either b P W or c P W, then there
exists ψ as above making the entire diagram commutative;
(MC.4) given a morphism φ, there exist b P B XW, c P C, b1 P B and c1 P C XW, such that
φ “ bc and φ “ b1c1 .
The elements of W, B, BXW, C and CXW are called respectively weak equivalences, fibrations, acyclic
fibrations, cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations.
Given an object X PM, if the unique map from the initial object to X is a cofibration, then X is said to
be cofibrant. If the unique map from X to the terminal object is a fibration then X is said to be fibrant.
Recall that a morphism of cochain complexes is a quasi-isomorphism if it induces isomorphism in
cohomology. Equivalently, it’s mapping cone is an exact complex.
Example 4.3. Let C be a Grothendieck category and recall that the category ChpCq of (unbounded)
cochain complexes on C is a bicomplete category. Let W be the class of quasi-isomorphisms in ChpCq,
then pChpCq,Wq is a category with weak equivalences.
Recall that a complex E‚ P ChpCq is dg-injective if En is injective for all n P Z and if the complex
HompX‚, E‚q is exact, for any exact complex X‚ P ChpCq. Let B be the class of all the epimorphisms
with dg-injective kernels and let C be the class of monomorphisms, then pChpCq,W,B, Cq is a model
category (see for example [19] or [12] for a proof).
We now introduce model approximations. Here we just give the definition and few comments, for a
systematic study of the properties and applications of model approximations we refer to [8].
Definition 4.4. Let pC,WCq be a category with weak equivalences. A right model approximation for
pC,WCq is a model category pM,W,B, Cq and a pair of functors
l : C //oo M : r
satisfying the following conditions:
(MA.1) l is left adjoint to r;
(MA.2) if φ PWC, then lpφq PW;
(MA.3) if ψ is a weak equivalence between fibrant objects in M, then rpψq PWC;
(MA.4) if lpXq Ñ Y is a weak equivalence in M with X fibrant, the adjoint morphism X Ñ rpY q is in WC.
Given two categories with weak equivalences pC1,W1q and pC2,W2q, one can find conditions under
which a model approximation of pC2,W2q gives automatically a model approximation of pC1,W1q:
Lemma 4.5. Let pC1,W1q and pC2,W2q be categories with weak equivalences and let
l : C1
//oo C2 : r
be an adjunction such that:
(1) φ PW1 implies lφ PW2;
(2) ψ PW2 implies rψ PW1;
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(3) if a morphism lpCq Ñ D is in W2, then the adjoint morphism C Ñ rpDq is in W1.
If pM,W,B, Cq is a model category and l1 : C2 ÔM : r
1 is a model approximation, then
L : C1
//oo M : R
is a model approximation, where L “ l1 ˝ l and R “ r ˝ r1.
Proof. We have to verify conditions (MA.1)-(MA.4):
(MA.1) is Theorem 1 in Section 8 of Chapter 1 of [21].
(MA.2) If φ PW1, then lφ PW2 by our hypothesis (1). Apply the definition of model approximation to
obtain that Lpφq “ l1plpφqq is a weak equivalence in M.
(MA.3) If ψ is a weak equivalence between fibrant objects in M, then r1pψq P W2, by the definition of
model approximation. Apply (2) to obtain that Rψ “ rpr1pψqq PW1.
(MA.4) Let X P M be fibrant, let Y P C1 and let X Ñ LpY q be a weak equivalence in M. The
adjoint (under the adjunction pl1, r1q) morphism r1pXq Ñ lpY q belongs to W2, by the definition of model
approximation. Using (3), the adjoint (under the adjunction pl, rq) morphism rpr1pXqq Ñ Y belongs to
W1.
The above lemma provides a motivation for the following
Definition 4.6. Let pC1,W1q and pC2,W2q be two categories with weak equivalences. An adjunction
l : C1 Ô C2 : r is said to be compatible with weak equivalences if conditions (1), (2) and (3) in Lemma
4.5 are satisfied.
4.1 A relative injective model approximation
Let C be a Grothendieck category and let τ “ pT ,Fq P TorspCq. We extend the τ -quotient and the
τ -section functors to categories of complexes applying them compont-wise:
Qτ : ChpCq
//oo ChpC{T q : Sτ . (4.1)
We use the same symbols for these new functors, it is an exercise to show that they are adjoint.
Definition 4.7. Let C be a Grothendieck category and let I P InjpCq. A morphism φ‚ of cochain
complexes is an I-quasi-isomorphism provided HomCpφ
‚,Kq is a quasi-isomorphism of complexes of
Abelian groups for all K P I.
Given τ “ pT ,Fq P TorspCq, we define the following class of morphisms in ChpCq
Wτ “ tφ
‚ : Hnpconepφ‚qq P T , @n P Zu .
Recall that the mapping cone construction commutes with any additive functor (this can be easily
verified by hand). This is used repeatedly in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.8. Let C be a Grothendieck category, let τ “ pT ,Fq P TorspCq and denote by W be the class
of quasi-isomorphisms in ChpC{T q. The following are equivalent for a morphism φ‚ in ChpCq:
(1) φ‚ PWτ ;
(2) Qτ pφ
‚q PW;
(3) φ‚ is an Iτ -quasi-isomorphism.
Furthermore, pChpCq,Wτ q is a category with weak equivalences.
Proof. Since Qτ is exact, H
n and Qτ commute. Thus, for all n P N:
Qτ pH
npconepφ‚qqq – HnpconepQτ pφ
‚qqq .
This proves the equivalence between (1) and (2).
For the equivalence between (1) and (3), notice that HomCpφ
‚,Kq is a quasi-isomorphism for all K P Iτ
if and only if, for all n P Z and K P Iτ ,
0 “ HnpconepHomCpφ
‚
,Kqqq – HnpHomCpconepφ
‚q,Kqq – HomCpH
npconepφ‚qq,Kq .
Thus, HomCpφ
‚,Kq is a quasi-isomorphism for all K P Iτ if and only if H
npconepφ‚qq P KpIτ q “ T , for
all n P Z.
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The following theorem answers part (1) of Question 1.1 in full generality:
Theorem 4.9. Let C be a Grothendieck category and let τ “ pT ,Fq P TorspCq. Consider the category
with weak equivalences pChpCq,Wτ q and the injective model category pChpC{T q,W,B, Cq defined as in
Example 4.3. Then, the adjunction
Qτ : pChpCq,Wτ q
//oo pChpC{T q,W,B, Cq : Sτ
is a model approximation. Furthermore, the homotopy category relative to this model approximation is
naturally isomorphic to the unbounded derived category DpC{T q.
Proof. We have to verify conditions (MA.1)–(MA.4). Condition (MA.1) just states that pQτ ,Sτ q is an
adjunction, while (MA.2), (MA.3) and (MA.4) are consequences of Lemma 4.8. The statement about
the homotopy category follows by the explicit construction given in Proposition 5.5 of [8] and the fact
that Qτ is essentially surjective.
4.2 Towers of models
In this subsection we recall the construction of the category of towers introduced in [6].
Definition 4.10. Let M‚ “ tMn : n P Nu be a sequence of categories connected with adjunctions
ln`1 : Mn`1
//oo Mn : rn .
The category of towers on M‚, TowpM‚q is defined as follows:
– an object is a pair pa‚, α‚q, where a‚ “ tan P Mn : n P Nu is a sequence of objects one for each
Mn, and α‚ “ tαn`1 : an`1 Ñ rnpanq : n P Nu is a sequence of morphisms;
– a morphism f‚ : pa‚, α‚q Ñ pb‚, β‚q is a sequence of morphisms f‚ “ tfn : an Ñ bn : n P Nu such
that rnpfnq ˝ αn`1 “ βn`1 ˝ fn`1, for all n P N.
If each Mn in the above definition is a bicomplete category, then one can construct limits and colimits
component-wise in TowpM‚q, so, under these hypotheses, the category of towers is bicomplete.
Proposition 4.11. [6, Proposition 2.3] Let M‚ “ tpMn,Wn,Bn, Cnq : n P Nu be a sequence of model
categories connected with adjunctions
ln`1 : Mn`1
//oo Mn : rn
and suppose that each rn preserves fibrations and acyclic fibrations. Define the following classes of
morphisms in TowpM‚q:
– WTow “ tf‚ : fn PWn , @n P Nu;
– BTow “ tf‚ : f
˚
n P Bn , @n P Nu, where f
˚
n is constructed as follows. First we define an object
pp‚, pi‚q in TowpM‚q where each pn comes from a pull-back diagram
pn
P.B.β¯n

f¯n´1 // bn
βn

rn´1pan´1q
rn´1pfn´1q
// rn´1pbn´1q
and pin “ rn´1pfn´1q ˝ β¯n. Then, f
˚
n : an Ñ pn is defined, using the universal property of the
pull-back, as the unique morphism such that β¯nf
˚
n “ αn and f¯n´1f
˚
n “ fn.
– CTow “ tf‚ : fn P Cn , @n P Nu
Then, pTowpM‚q,WTow ,BTow , CTowq is a model category.
Let us introduce the specific sequence of model categories we are interested in:
Lemma 4.12. Let C be a Grothendieck category, let τ “ pT ,Fq P TorspCq and let n P N`. There is a
model category pChě´npCq,Wě´nτ ,B
ě´n
τ , C
ě´n
τ q, where:
– Wě´nτ “ tφ
‚ : φ‚ is a τ -quasi-isomorphismu;
– Bě´nτ “ tφ
‚ : φi is an epimorphism and Kerpφiq P Iτ for all i ě ´nu;
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– Cě´nτ “ tφ
‚ : φi is a τ -monomorphism for all i ě ´nu.
For all n P Z, the above choice of weak equivalences, fibrations and cofibrations makes
pChě´npCq,Wě´nτ ,B
ě´n
τ , C
ě´n
τ q into a model category.
Furthermore, there is an adjunction
ln`1 : Ch
ě´n´1pCq //oo Chě´npCq : rn , (4.2)
where ln`1 is the obvious inclusion while rn is the truncation functor. In this situation, rn preserves
fibrations and acyclic fibrations.
Proof. The proof can be obtained exactly as in the case when C is a category of modules, see [5, Theorem
1.9].
Definition 4.13. Let C be a Grothendieck category and let τ “ pT ,Fq P TorspCq. Consider the se-
quence M‚ “ tpCh
ě´npCq,Wě´nτ ,B
ě´n
τ , C
ě´n
τ q : n P Nu defined in Lemma 4.12. We denote the cate-
gory pTowpM‚q,WTow ,BTow , CTowq constructed as in Proposition 4.11 by pTowτ pCq,WTow,BTow , CTowq.
Furthermore, we denote by Tow : ChpCq Ñ Towτ pCq the so-called tower functor, which sends a complex
X‚ to the sequence of its successive truncations ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Xě´n Ñ Xě´n`1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Xě0 and acts on
morphisms in the obvious way (see [6]).
If τ “ p0,Cq is the trivial torsion theory we denote Towτ pCq by TowpCq.
A typical object X‚‚ of Towτ pCq is a commutative diagram of the form
...

...

...

...

...

...

0 // X´2
2

d
´2
2 // X´1
2
t
´1
2

d
´1
2 // X02
t0
2

d0
2 // X12
t1
2

d1
2 // X22
t2
2

d2
2 // . . .
0 // X´1
1

d
´1
1 // X01
t0
1

d0
1 // X11
t1
1

d1
1 // X21
t2
1

d2
1 // . . .
0 // X00
d0
0 // X10
d1
0 // X20
d2
0 // . . .
where pX‚n, d
‚
nq is a cochain complex for all n P N, and X
m
n “ 0 for all m ă ´n.
4.2.1 Approximation of (Ab.4˚)-k categories
Let C be a Grothendieck category and let τ “ pT ,Fq P TorspCq. The category Towτ pCq can be seen as
a full subcategory of the category FuncpN,ChpCqq of functors N Ñ ChpCq and so we can restrict the
usual limit functor to obtain a functor lim : Towτ pCq Ñ ChpCq.
In [6] and [5] the authors show that when C is a category of modules over a commutative Noetherian
ring of finite Krull dimension,
Tow : pChpCq,Wτ q
//oo pTowτ pCq,WTow,BTow , CTowq : lim , (4.3)
is a model approximation for all τ P TorspCq. On the other hand, if the Krull dimension is not finite, one
can always find counterexamples. In what follows we try to better understand this kind of construction
when C is a general Grothendieck category. First of all, notice that when we construct the homotopy
category DpC{T q inverting the weak equivalences in pChpCq,Wτ q we are really doing two things at the
same time:
(1) localize complexes over C to complexes over C{T ;
(2) pass from a category of complexes over C{T to its derived category.
Our strategy is to separate the two operations in two different “steps”, where each “step” corresponds to
a pair of adjoint functors. The composition of these adjunctions is our candidate for a model approxima-
tion, as we will see in Theorem 4.15. Before that, we need to recall some facts about homotopy limits as
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defined in [4]. In fact, when C is an (Ab.4˚) Grothendieck category, one can prove as in [4, Application
2.4] that for each X‚ P ChpCq there is a quasi-isomorphism
X
‚ – holimXě´i . (4.4)
This formula is useful as it allows to reduce many questions to half-bounded complexes. On the other
hand, for (4.4) to hold, it is sufficient that the ambient category is (Ab.4˚)-k for some finite k:
Theorem 4.14. [18, Theorem 1.3] Let C be a Grothendieck and assume that C satisfies (Ab.4˚)-k for
some positive integer k. Then, for every X‚ P ChpCq, we have an isomorphism X‚ – holimXě´i in
DpCq.
We are now ready to prove our main result.
Theorem 4.15. Let C be a Grothendieck category and let τ “ pT ,Fq P TorspCq be a torsion theory such
that C{T is (Ab.4˚)-k for some positive integer k. Then, the composition of the following adjunctions
pChpCq,Wτ q
Qτ //oo
Sτ
pChpC{T q,Wq
Tow //oo
lim
pTowpC{T q,WTow ,BTow , CTowq
is a model approximation.
Proof. By Lemma 4.5, it is enough to show that pQτ ,Sτ q is compatible with weak equivalences (and
this follows by Lemma 4.8) and that pTow, limq is a model approximation. The proof that pTow, limq
is a model approximation is given in [6] for categories of modules. One can follow that proof almost
without changes, using Theorem 4.14 (that applies here since C{T is (Ab.4˚)-k) instead of Application
2.4 in [4].
Combining the above theorem with Theorem 2.41 we obtain the following corollary, which gives a
partial answer to part (2) of Question 1.1:
Corollary 4.16. Let C be a Grothendieck category satisfying (Hyp.1), (Hyp.2) and (Hyp.3), and let
τ P TorspCq. If G.dimτ pCq ă 8, then the composition
pChpCq,Wτ q
Qτ //oo
Sτ
pChpC{T q,Wq
Tow //oo
lim
pTowpC{T q,WTow ,BTow , CTowq
is a model approximation.
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